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People can learn fast. They don't need
many examples to learn from in order to

distinguish between different objects.

WHY?



Mountain Bluebird, Eastern Bluebird, Superb fairywren



Eastern Bluebird, Superb fairywren, Mountain Bluebird



It is estimated that a child has learned
almost all of the 10-30 thousand object

categories in the world by the age of six.
Irving Biederman: Recognition-by-Components: a theory of human understanding

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/1e38/9040dbdb3057ff510df13808be153c459fd0.pdf




Few-shot learning
The key motivation for the few-shot learning technique is
that systems, like humans, can use prior knowledge
about object categories to classify new objects.

 

https://blog.openai.com/reptile/

https://blog.openai.com/reptile/


Few-shot meta-learning
The goal of few-shot meta-learning is to train a model
that can quickly adapt to a new task using only a few
data points and training iterations.

 
This kind of fast and �exible learning is challenging, since
the learner must integrate its prior experience with a
small amount of new information, while avoiding
over�tting to the new data.





Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning
any learning problem that is trained with a gradient descent
no constraints on the model architecture
variety of loss functions
does not expand the number of learned parameters
train model's initial parameters
easy to �ne-tune



Feature learning standpoint
If the internal representation is suitable to many tasks,
simply �ne-tuning the parameters slightly can produce
good results.

 
Fine-tuning from pretrained models is standard
technique to achieve good results fast.



Dynamical system standpoint
Maximizing the sensitivity of the loss functions of new
tasks with respect to the parameters.

 
When the sensitivity is high, small local changes to the
parameters can lead to large improvements in the task
loss.



Problem setup
Train model f, that maps observations x to outputs a.

Loss function L
Distribution over initial observations q(x )
Transition distribution q(x |x , a )
Episode length H

1
t+1 t t





Meta-objective





Cons
A signi�cant computational expense in MAML comes
from the use of second derivatives when
backpropagating the meta-gradient through the
gradient operator in the meta-objective.

 
Solution?

Don't compute the second derivatives!



"Species" of MAML
The domains differ in the form of loss function and in how data is
generated by the task and presented to the model, but the same basic
adaptation mechanism can be applied in all cases.

Supervised regression
Supervised classi�cation
Reinforcement learning



Regression



Sinusoid regression
amplitude within [0.1, 5.0]
phase within [0, π]
input and output both have a dimensionality of 1
data points sampled uniformly from [−5.0, 5.0]

 
 

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/LOCAL_COPIES/OWENS/LECT4/node2.html

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/LOCAL_COPIES/OWENS/LECT4/node2.html


network: 2 hidden layers of size 40 with ReLU
loss: mean-squared error



N-way
classi�cation



Omniglot
20 instances of 1623 characters from 50 different alphabets
1200 for training, the rest for testing

525 character concepts

Brenden M. Lake, Ruslan Salakhutdinov, Joshua B. Tenenbaum: Human-level concept learning through probabilistic program induction

https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~rsalakhu/papers/LakeEtAl2015Science.pdf


Omniglot evaluation
no conv: Fc+BN+ReLU: 256 -> 128 -> 64 -> 64 -> linear -> softmax
conv: (3×3×64 strided conv + BatchNorm + ReLU) * 4 -> softmax



MiniImagenet
60,000 color images of size 84×84 with 100 classes (600 per class)
64 training classes, 12 validation classes, and 24 test classes

Oriol Vinyals, Charles Blundell, Timothy Lillicrap, Koray Kavukcuoglu, Daan Wierstra: Matching Networks for One Shot Learning

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.04080


MiniImagenet evaluation
(3×3×32 conv + BatchNorm + ReLU + 2×2 MaxPool) * 4 -> softmax



Reinforcement
learning



https://sites.google.com/view/maml

https://sites.google.com/view/maml


MAML implementation
https://github.com/cb�nn/maml

vs

https://github.com/martinkersner/maml

https://github.com/cbfinn/maml
https://github.com/martinkersner/maml
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Performs stochastic gradient descent (SGD) on each
task in a standard way — it does not unroll a

computation graph or calculate any second derivatives.





Evaluation



demo
https://gist.github.com/joschu/f503500cda64f2ce87c8288906b09e2d

https://gist.github.com/joschu/f503500cda64f2ce87c8288906b09e2d
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